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Section 9: Determining Future Conditions 

 
 
Land use patterns, employment and population change, and trends in travel patterns 
are all likely to create different demands on the region’s transportation system.  
CUUATS created a travel demand model to help determine how these factors will 
affect our urbanized area transportation system over the next 20 years.  The model 
allows us to quantitatively compare different alternatives in terms of future traffic 
volumes and the level of congestion they will create, vehicular travel times and 
speeds, and transit usage.  The model will also help us identify “problem areas” in 
the transportation system that could benefit from improvements.   
 
Model Inputs 
The CUUATS Transportation Model requires numerous inputs to create the most 
accurate simulation of the existing transportation system: 
 
§ Base year (2000) population data was collected from the US Census Bureau 

for the urbanized area.   
§ Base year (2000) employment data was collected from the Champaign 

County Chamber of Commerce, Illinois Employment Security offices, 
University of Illinois, and local school districts.  

§ Origin-destination surveys were completed to determine travel patterns in 
and around the urbanized area. 

§ Household travel surveys were completed to determine travel patterns by 
urbanized area households over a 24-hour time period. 

§ On-board transit surveys were completed to determine the purpose, location, 
and time of transit trips in the University area. 

§ 24-hour traffic counts were conducted in hundreds of locations in the 
urbanized area in 2001 that provide a base level for traffic volumes and 
congestion measurement. 

§ Turning movement counts were completed at approximately 150 locations 
within the urbanized area to help determine travel patterns during AM and 
PM peak hours as well as off-peak (midday). 

§ Intersection and roadway segment characteristics (i.e. number of lanes, 
posted speed limits, traffic signal and sign locations, roadway widths, etc.) 
were collected for principal corridors in the urbanized area in order to 
establish a baseline condition for roadway capacity. 

§ Local public transit routes and ridership information were compiled from the 
Champaign-Urbana Mass Transit District. 

 
The model also requires several inputs to forecast baseline future conditions (2025): 
 
§ Population projections through the year 2025 were completed for the 

modeling area based on residential developments local planners anticipate 
will occur over the next 20 years.  Population projections for the CUUATS 
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Year 2000 2005 2015 2025 Total Change

Population 126,009 131,836 152,948 167,796 41,787

Year 2000 2005 2015 2025 Total Change

No. Employees 70,997 76,635 92,706 117,631 46,634

modeling area resulted in an increase of 41,787 residents, as can be seen in 
Table IX-1.   

 
 
  
 
 
§ Employment projections through the year 2025 were completed for the 

modeling area based on commercial, industrial, service, and educational 
employment sector growth that local planners anticipate will occur over the 
next 20 years.  Employment projections for the CUUATS modeling area 
resulted in an increase of 46,634 employees, as can be seen in Table IX-2.   

 
 
 
   

 
More information on population projections is available in Appendix 5: 
Population and Employment Forecasts.     

 
§ Transportation projects that have a reasonable expectation of occurring in 

the next 20 years were integrated into the model.  These include the I-57 
interchange with Curtis Road, the extension of Olympian Drive from Market 
Street to Cunningham Avenue (US45), the extension of north Lincoln Avenue 
to Olympian Drive, the expansion of Windsor Road between Philo Road and 
Illinois Route 130, and the extension of Florida Avenue east to Illinois Route 
130.   

  
For more information on the CUUATS Transportation Model, please refer to 
Appendix 3: CUUATS Transportation Model Report. 

 
Creating Future Conditions Alternatives 
CUUATS staff created fifteen alternatives for how the local transportation system 
could evolve by 2025.  Staff created these alternatives with the intent of providing 
feasible options that range from limited changes to significant changes in 
transportation and land use.  Each of these alternatives was integrated into the 
model by changing the model inputs that reflect differing development patterns: 
population and employment.  Appendix 6 includes maps and more information 
regarding each alternative. The following is a summary of the different options, which 
are divided into three scenarios: 
 
§ Scenario 1: Implementing transportation and land use developments that are 

reasonably expected to occur by 2025. 
 
§ Scenario 2: Implementing transportation and land use developments that are 

reasonably expected to occur by 2025 as well as completing an enhanced 
fringe arterial roadway system. 

Table IX-1: Population Projections for 2025 CUUATS Modeling Area. 

Table IX-2: Employment Projections for 2025 CUUATS Modeling 
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§ Scenario 3: Implementing transportation and land use developments that are 

reasonably expected to occur by 2025 as well as completing an enhanced 
fringe arterial roadway system with study areas.  The two study areas are 
located on Curtis Road between First Street and Race Street and on High 
Cross Road north of I-74.      

 
Each scenario has the same five alternatives, creating a total of fifteen options: 
 
§ Alternative A proposes to continue current development patterns, which 

tend to focus development on outlying areas of the cities. Those patterns 
include: 

 
§ Developing subdivisions at lower densities 
§ Separating housing, shopping and offices  
§ Investing mostly in fringe areas   
§ Requiring pedestrian and/or bicycle facilities in new subdivisions 

 
At the same time, current development trends show some signs of 
redevelopment in core areas of the urbanized area, but not as intense as 
they are proposed in local comprehensive plans.  These patterns include: 

 
§ Construction of small strip malls near residential areas or on 

marginal land 
§ Infill residential development (both single family and multi-family 

housing) 
§ Demolition of aging buildings, replaced typically by multi-family 

housing 
§ No particular focus of where infill development occurs in relation 

to existing transportation services and infrastructure 
 

This alternative proposes no improvements to the existing transit system. 
 
§ Alternative B utilizes the same development patterns as Alternative A, but 

increases the availability and use of public transit compared to 
Alternative A.  Specifically, express bus service between core and fringe 
areas of the community will be introduced.       

 
Current development patterns (same as Alternative A): 
§ Developing subdivisions at lower densities 
§ Separating housing, shopping and offices  
§ Investing mostly in fringe areas   
§ Requiring pedestrian and/or bicycle facilities in new subdivisions 
§ Construction of small strip malls near residential areas or on 

marginal land 
§ Infill residential development (both single family and multi-family 

housing) 
§ Demolition of aging buildings, replaced typically by multi-family 

housing 
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§ No particular focus of where infill development occurs in relation 
to existing transportation services and infrastructure 

 
§ Alternative C proposes more compact, multi-use activity centers along 

transit corridors (Transit Oriented Development).  In addition, the 
proposed high capacity transit system is introduced in the University 
District.  Much of the fringe development that might have occurred under 
a more auto-dependent community will instead focus population and 
employment toward the core, especially along transit corridors.   

 
Transit-Oriented Development defined: Transit oriented development 
(TOD) is a land-use planning tool that promotes pedestrian-friendly 
environments and supports transit use/ridership. It improves transit 
accessibility, compact land patterns, walking friendly environments, and 
reduced auto use. The TOD emphasis is on the establishment of high-
density housing and commercial land uses around bus and rail stations. 
TOD includes pedestrian-friendly streets, mixed-use developments with 
retail, commercial spaces and schools, as well as parking management 
that reduces the amount of land needed for automobile use and parking. 

 
§ Alternative B+C proposes more compact, multi-use activity centers along 

transit intensive corridors.  In addition, the proposed high capacity transit 
system is introduced in the University District.  Much of the fringe 
development that might have occurred under a more auto-dependent 
community will instead focus population and employment toward the 
core, especially along transit corridors.  This alternative also includes 
express bus routes extending between core and fringe areas of the 
community as identified in draft form by the Mass Transit District.  
Population and employment allocations in the urbanized area are equal 
to Alternative C.   
 

§ Alternative C Modified proposes more compact, multi-use activity centers 
along transit intensive corridors.  This alternative does not include a high 
capacity transit system.  Much of the fringe development that might have 
occurred under a more auto-dependent community will instead focus 
population and employment toward the core, especially along transit 
corridors.  This alternative also includes express bus routes extending 
between core and fringe areas of the community.  Population and 
employment allocations in the urbanized area are equal to Alternative C.   

 
Each alternative affects the future transportation system in terms of congestion, 
vehicular travel time and speed, transit availability, etc.  The alternatives also 
redistribute population and employment areas in different patterns, which will 
ultimately place the success of implementing the favored transportation alternative 
on local municipalities and their ability to deviate from current development patterns. 
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Selecting the preferred alternative      
In selecting a preferred alternative, we are outlining the vision of how our 
transportation system should evolve over the next 20 years.  Staff relied on a mix of 
public input, local knowledge, CUUATS transportation model data, and best planning 
practices to determine which scenario would best comply with the LRTP goals and 
objectives.  The following methodology was used: 
 

1. CUUATS staff and the LRTP steering committee agreed upon six alternatives: 
Scenario 1, Alternative A; 1B; 1C; 2A; 2B; and 2C (see prior text for complete 
descriptions).  Staff created a set of measurements by which the alternatives 
could be compared. 

2. Staff held a public open house where residents could study the alternatives 
and cast their vote for a preferred alternative.  If they could not decide on one 
alternative, they could use a checklist of preferred development elements 
they would like to see implemented. 

3. Staff collected all votes from the open house and found that approximately 
60% of those who voted preferred alternative C, Transit Oriented 
Development.  The results were inconclusive as to which Scenario (1 or 2) 
was preferred among the voters.  Many voters listed development 
preferences that were applicable in both the anticipated projects scenario 
(Scenario 1) and the enhanced fringe arterial roadway system concept 
(Scenario 2). 

4. Due to the nature of the open house results, staff developed a set of hybrid 
alternatives that incorporate what residents believed to be the most 
important development elements.  No new information was integrated; the 
only changes made to what was presented to the public were how the 
concepts were combined.  This set of nine hybrid alternatives (1B+C; 1C 
Modified; 2 B+C; 2C Modified; 3A; 3B; 3C; 3 B+C; and 3C Modified) was 
presented along with the original six alternatives to the LRTP Steering 
Committee.   

5. Steering committee members were asked to narrow down the fifteen 
alternatives to four alternatives based on the CUUATS transportation model 
output, local knowledge, public input, and best planning practices.  The 
steering committee decided that the following alternatives would be passed 
on to the CUUATS Technical Committee: 3C, 3 B+C, 1C, and 1 B+C.  In 
addition, they included a fifth alternative, 1A, which served as a “no change” 
baseline option.     

6. The CUUATS Technical Committee narrowed down the five alternatives to two: 
3 B+C and 4 B+C.  4 B+C is the same as 3 B+C with the exception of the 
geographic limits of the Curtis Road study area.   

7. The CUUATS Policy Committee reached a consensus that alternative 4 B+C 
would be the preferred alternative upon which future conditions would be 
based for the local area transportation system (see Figure IX-1).  
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The preferred alternative      
The following characteristics identify the preferred alternative chosen by the CUUATS 
Policy Committee for the Champaign-Urbana-Savoy-Bondville urbanized area for 
future (year 2025) conditions: 
 
Transportation System Characteristics: 
§ A high capacity transit system in the University District, in the form of fixed 

guideway, flexible transit, or improvements to the existing system; 
§ An enhanced fringe arterial road system that provides more efficient 

movement of motorized vehicles around the exterior of the urbanized area; 
study areas have been identified where final system alignment has yet to be 
determined; and  

§ Express transit service between fringe areas and the core of the community. 
 
Development and Land Use Characteristics: 
§ More compact development of multi-use activity centers along transit-

intensive corridors; and 
§ Increased focus on core area development rather than fringe development. 

 
This alternative helps resolve numerous transportation-related issues identified for 
the urbanized area: 
§ The high capacity transit system will address anticipated capacity issues both 

in terms of number of buses on the roadways as well as the number of 
passengers in the University District.  In addition, it will provide more 
connectivity among transportation modes and between major destinations in 
the community.   

§ The enhanced fringe arterial road system will divert some commuter traffic 
from heavily used corridors such as Springfield Avenue, University Avenue, 
and Kirby/Florida Avenue, especially for those residing in the fringe areas of 
the community.  It is anticipated that this fringe system would be linked to 
satellite parking facilities that would help keep traffic out of the core 
employment areas such as the University.  The fringe road system would also 
attract commuters from other communities; non-residents make up a 
significant portion of traffic in the Champaign-Urbana-Savoy-Bondville 
urbanized area. 

§ The Curtis Road study area (see Figure X-4) identifies a geographic area 
where land use and transportation conflicts exist.  Specifically, agricultural 
research activities at the University of Illinois South Farms development could 
be negatively affected by increased traffic and potential roadway 
improvements for the area.  This study area gives local decision makers time 
to analyze the situation and make educated recommendations for the area 
that could not be completed in time for this LRTP. 

§ The north High Cross Road study area (see Figure X-4) identifies a geographic 
area where environmentally and historically sensitive areas coexist with a 
potential need for transportation improvements.  This study area was 
included in the LRTP to give local decision makers time to complete the 
IL130/High Cross Road Corridor Study, which will include analysis and 
recommendations for how to improve transportation in the area while 
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preserving natural and historic areas as much as possible.  The corridor study 
is anticipated to be complete in winter 2005. 

§ The express transit service between fringe and core areas of the community 
will provide more efficient service for passengers wishing to travel between 
key activity centers such as Parkland College, North Prospect, the Village of 
Savoy, and the impending commercial development in east Urbana to the 
University District and downtown areas.  It is believed that more people would 
utilize public transit if the journey were not encumbered with so many time-
consuming stops.   

§ Increasing the development focus on core rather than fringe areas of the 
community addresses the issues of sprawl (unchecked growth in fringe 
areas), unnecessary natural resource deterioration and consumption, 
agricultural land consumption, and allowing for the deterioration of core 
urban environments.  Core development makes use of existing 
infrastructures such as roadway, water, and sewage systems, and increases 
population densities that in turn help provide a sense of community and 
liveliness to what might have once been a blighted area. Increased 
population densities also can attract businesses, which further enliven these 
areas and can increase use of transportation modes such as walking and 
bicycling in these more compact activity centers.   

 
Overall, the preferred alternative is proactive rather than reactive in that the 
concepts introduced seek to affront anticipated future issues rather than applying 
only to existing problems.  The CUUATS transportation model showed how different 
development patterns and transportation concepts would function in 20 years.  Every 
concept in this preferred alternative makes an improvement to the existing system as 
well as how the existing system would be in 20 years if no improvements were made.  
By basing the plan on this preferred alternative, local agencies will be able to 
implement projects that anticipate issues and hopefully resolve them before they 
become critical.     
 

 
  

Summary of Preferred Alternative Concepts 
 

§ Enhanced fringe arterial system with study areas  
§ Transit intensive corridors  
§ High capacity transit system in University District 
§ Express transit service between fringe areas and core of community 
§ Increased focus on core area development 
§ More compact development of multi-use activity centers, especially in transit-

intensive corridors 
§ No roadway changes will occur in Curtis Road study area until agreement is 

reached between City of Urbana and University of Illinois 
§ No roadway changes will occur in IL130/High Cross Road study area until the 

corresponding corridor study is complete 
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